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The geographic range sizes frequency distribution (RFD) within clades is typically

right-skewed with untransformed data, and bell-shaped or slightly left-skewed under

the log-transformation. This means that most species within clades occupy diminutive

ranges, whereas just a few species are truly widespread. A number of ecological and

evolutionary explanations have been proposed to account for this pattern. Among the

latter, much attention has been given to the issue of how extinction and speciation

probabilities influence RFD. Numerous accounts now convincingly demonstrate that

extinction rate decreases with range size, both in living and extinct taxa. The relationship

between range size and speciation rate, though, is much less obvious, with either small

or large ranged species being proposed to originate more daughter taxa. Herein, we

used a large fossil database including 21 animal clades and more than 80,000 fossil

occurrences distributed over more than 400 million years of marine metazoans (exclusive

of vertebrates) evolution, to test the relationship between extinction rate, speciation rate,

and range size. As expected, we found that extinction rate almost linearly decreases

with range size. In contrast, speciation rate peaks at the large (but not the largest)

end of the range size spectrum. This is consistent with the peripheral isolation mode of

allopatric speciation being the main mechanism of species origination. The huge variation

in phylogeny, fossilization potential, time of fossilization, and the overarching effect of

mass extinctions suggest caution must be posed at generalizing our results, as individual

clades may deviate significantly from the general pattern.
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INTRODUCTION

The extent of the geographical range is one of the most important biological attributes of a species.
Species occupying large ranges may have better dispersal ability (Shanks et al., 2003; Lester et al.,
2007), usually have larger populations (Gaston et al., 1997; Blackburn andGaston, 2003; Carotenuto
et al., 2010), and engender wider niche (Williams et al., 2009; Slatyer et al., 2013; Saupe et al.,
2015), as compared to small-ranged species. Large population size, good dispersal ability and large
range size, in turn, significantly decrease the chance of stochastic extinction. Therefore, perhaps
unsurprisingly, large-ranged species have been repeatedly demonstrated to endure lower extinction
risk, or longer duration in the fossil record (e.g., Hawkins et al., 2000; Cardillo et al., 2005; Foote and
Miller, 2013). The relationship between range size and speciation rate is much less obvious. On the
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one hand, large-ranged species may have greater chance to
produce daughter species (Wagner and Erwin, 1995), either
by peripheral isolation (Glazier, 1987; Rosenzweig, 1995), or
microvicariance (Cracraft and Prum, 1988). However, assuming
most originations occur by allopatric speciation, the likelihood
that a barrier is large enough to break a species’ range into smaller
pieces is arguably low for the largest-ranged taxa (Gaston, 2003).
This suggests that even under allopatry speciation probability
might be a peaked function of species range size (Jablonski and
Roy, 2003). However, it must be noted that since species with
large range might be expected to live for longer (because of
the positive effect of range size on survival), they will likely
leave more descendants in the fossil record (Wagner and Erwin,
1995).

Such diversification dynamics significantly affect the range
size-frequency distribution (Gaston, 1998, 2003; Blackburn and
Gaston, 2003). In most animal groups, the RFD is strongly
right-skewed, meaning that most species within a clade have
restricted ranges, and a very few of them are extremely
widespread (Blackburn and Gaston, 2003). The evolutionary
process producing RFD at the clade level ultimately depends
on the distribution of speciation and extinction rates along the
range size spectrum. If small-to-medium ranged species produce
more daughter species, most speciation occurs by vicariance
(Gaston, 1998, 2003), and the right hand of the RFD is populated
by the few long-living species escaping range division (i.e.,
by allopatric speciation). This would imply a negative, or no
relationship either, between speciation rate and range size. This
pattern is also consistent with the notion of range transformation,
which is the peaked trajectory of range size over time since
origination that most species, and even entire clades, seem
to follow (DeGusta and Vrba, 2003; Raia et al., 2006; Foote,
2009). On the other hand, if speciation rate increases with range
size, the left hand of the RFD must be populated with species
deriving from highly asymmetrical range splits in large ranged
species, according to the peripheral isolation speciation mode.
Under this scenario, the relationship between range size and
speciation rate should be positive and significant. Finally, if most
speciation occurs by allopatric speciation, extinction rate should
significantly decrease with range size for the RFD distribution to
hold a constant shape, because small-ranged species are bound
to appear more often than large-ranged species to maintain the
right skew.

In this study, we computed range size at species and
clade level, as well as per capita speciation and extinction
rates for 21 extinct clades of marine metazoans. We tested
whether speciation and extinction rates were significantly
affected by the average range size of species within their clades,
partitioned into consecutive, non-overlapping temporal bins.
Then, we inferred from the shape of the speciation rate vs.
range size curve whether the dominant mode of speciation
in the fossil record has been either peripheral isolation or
simple vicariance, either. This is feasible because with the
former, speciation rate should be higher in larger ranged
species, whereas under the latter, the rate should peak at
intermediate ranges, or show no relationship with range size,
either.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We used fossil occurrence data provided by the Paleobiology
Database (www.paleodb.org), regarding 21 clades of marine
metazoans belonging to five animal phyla (Arthropoda,
Brachiopoda, Bryozoa, Cnidaria, Mollusca). The fossil record
spans from Late Cambrian to Late Cretaceous, initially including
more than 20,000 species occurrences. For each clade, occurrence
records were divided into consecutive time bins of constant
duration. Time bin duration was set separately for each clade,
as to obtain as many bins as possible, while avoiding creating
bins with little species diversity (we only considered bins
including at least 3 species ranges). Within each bin, we only
included species with at least 3 fossil occurrences, this being
the minimum number of occurrences required to draw the
polygon representing a species geographic range. In addition, we
dropped species and genera lacking a continuous stratigraphic
range or affected by uncertain taxonomic classification (e.g.,
sp., cf.). Albeit the quality of the fossil record in terrestrial
settings may be very good in some instances (e.g., Laurin and
Soler-Gijón, 2010) herein we focused on the marine realm,
because of the usually finer and more continuous fossilization
in marine sediments, and because the calculation of the
speciation and extinction rates is more robust under better
sampling (Foote, 2000). Given our focus on diversification
dynamics, we feel it is important to notice that we refer
to no particular species concept, and used nominal species
which are generally separated on morphological grounds
(morphospecies).

The final dataset obtained after applying these filtering criteria
included 14,427 species and 84,453 occurrences. This fossil
occurrence database was originally presented in Raia et al. (2016)
and we therefore address the reader to that paper for further
details.

The Range Size Metric and Its Proficiency
A variety of approaches exist in both the neontological and the
paleontological literature to compute species geographic range
sizes. Most measures of range extension are based on occurrence
data in individual plots, or on counting the geographic cells
where a species is present (i.e., site occupancy, Gaston, 2003).
Herein, we used the minimum convex polygon approach (MCP,
Carotenuto et al., 2010, 2015). MCP is the smallest possible
convex polygon drawn as to include all the occurrences of
a species (Figure 1). The area of the polygon represents the
species geographic range size. We first calculated a single
MCP for each species within each temporal bin (Table S1).
Subsequently, a MCP was also calculated for the entire clade
in a given time bin, by pooling together all the occurrences of
the species belonging to the clade (Figure 1, Table S1). MCPs
were calculated with the software Quantum Gis 2.14 (www.
qgis.org/it/site). Since we considered only marine species, we
removed land portions (as included in MCPs) that would
overestimate the species geographic ranges. For this purpose,
we used the digitized version of 19 world maps displaying the
reconstructed position and geographic extent of landmasses in
the past (http://deeptimemaps.com/) choosing for each time
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FIGURE 1 | Criteria for clade and species range size estimation. (A) The computation of the MCP of three different species in a temporal bin. The colors (yellow, pink,

and light red) indicate the different geographical distribution of the species. In (B) land portions are removed in order to compute species MCPs. (C) The calculation of

clade-level MCP, considering all the occurrences of all the species belonging to the clade in a given temporal bin.
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bin the map whose age is closest to the time bin absolute
age. For each time bin, we selected the appropriate geographic
projection, depending on the distribution of occurrences. Three
different projection systems were considered. Specifically, when
a MCP was comprised within 180 decimal degrees in longitude,
we applied the Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area projection.
For MCPs exceeding 180 decimal degrees and ranging within
±60 latitudinal degrees, we applied the Mollweide Equal Area
projection. Alternatively, if the range fell outside the±30 decimal
degrees of latitude from the equator, we applied the Albers
Equal Area projection. In a few cases the species occurrences
cannot be easily accommodated with any of these criteria.
To cope with them, we split the polygons and projected
the resulting portions by using Lambert Azimuthal Equal
Area projection. The MCP area was expressed in squared
kilometers.

Speciation and extinction rates were calculated for each clade
within each time bin (see below). Consequently, we had to use
an “average” representation of the species geographic range per
time bin in order to assess the effect of range size on the rates.
To this aim, we took the average range size computed over
all of the species within a clade and a given time bin, and
divided this average area by the clade range size, obtaining a
“standard average range size” (hereafter simply standard range,
SR). The size of a clade geographic range is mostly influenced
by the range sizes of the largest-ranged species it includes.
Since the range size difference between the largest- and smallest-
ranged species increases with the skew of the RFD, there should
be an inverse relationship between SR and skew. This means
that SR should, in principle, be low when the RFD contains
a disproportionate number of small-ranged species, and high
otherwise.We set up a simulation experiment to demonstrate this
point.We originated 100,000 random, right-skewed distributions
of 100 species, each time sampling from a beta distribution
with a small fixed value of the a, and large, random values
of the b parameter. The beta distribution is defined by the
equation:

f (x) =
xa−1(1− x)b−1

B(a, b)

Then, before computing the SR of species, we have to draw
their clade MCP. In theory, the clade range size may span from
a value as small as the range of its largest-ranged species (an
ideal situation where all the species of the clade are sympatric
and geographically contained within the range of the largest-
ranged species), to a value several times the algebraic sum of
species range sizes (in the case of species having disjunctive
ranges). In the simulations, at each repetition we drew at
random the clade range size (i.e., its MCP) from a uniform
distribution, spanning from the MCP of the largest species range
within the clade up to a value 5 times the algebraic sum of
all species range sizes. Then, we counted how many species
MCPs (out of 100) are smaller than one tenth the clade MCP
(i.e., the number of small-ranged species), and the number of
ranges larger than 90% of the clade MCP (i.e., the number of

large-ranged species). Eventually, we regressed these percentages
against SR.

We used the same simulations set to test for the effect of
sympatry on such relationship, by regressing the percentage of
small ranged species against both SR and the degree of sympatry
(computed as the ratio between the algebraic sum of species
ranges and the clade MCP) in a multiple regression model.

The Computation of Speciation and
Extinction Rates. Pradel Models
To compute speciation and extinction rates, we applied
Pradel models (Pradel, 1996), which belongs to the Jolly-
Seber family of capture-mark-recapture (CMR) models. We
preferred this method over more traditional approaches
(2008; 2000) as it is recommended for paleontological data,
especially under heterogeneous and incomplete sampling
(Liow and Finarelli, 2014). In fact, under the Pradel approach
the absence of a species from a time bin is interpreted
as either real absence or as failed-to recognize presence.
Hence, sampling probability is estimated jointly with other
parameters.

With Pradel models, four distinct parameters are fitted to
the data. Survival probability(ϕi) is the probability of a species
surviving from the interval i to the interval i+1. Thus, the
complement of this term (1-ϕi) is the probability of extinction
from time i to time i+1.

Seniority (γi) is the probability that a species extant at
interval i was already present during the interval i−1. Thus, the
complement of this term (1–γi) is the speciation probability from
time i−1 to time i. This parameter is related to recruitment,
fi, which is the number of new species appearing at interval
i+1 divided by the number of species present at interval i.
Recruitment is computed as:

fi = ϕi

(

1− γi+1

γi+1

)

.

Growth rate (λi) is defined as the ratio between the number
of species at intervals i+1 and i. It can be also computed as:
λi = fi + ϕi. Therefore, the net per capita diversification rate
is:

Ni+1 − Ni

Ni
= λi − 1.

Eventually, sampling probability (pi) is the probability for a
species actually extant during interval i to be sampled in that very
interval.

We built two types of Pradel models, one based on the
estimation of “survival and seniority” (which fits extinction,
speciation, and sampling rates) and the other on the estimation
of “survival and population growth” (which fits extinction,
diversification, and sampling rates). The application of two
different models is necessary because the parameters are
linear functions of each other (i.e., they are defined by a
family of linear equations). For each model, we assumed
that sampling was allowed to change from one time bin
to the next. The motivation was that sampling affects
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diversification metrics, and it is hard to tell whether sampling
follows a random walk path, or is highly variable among
intervals.

Given we used morphospecies, it is important to emphasize
that the extinction events we record are not always true
extinctions, and some speciation events are actually the
continuation in time of some genome that from some point on
receives a different name. There are methods being implemented
that allow accounting for pseudo-extinction (i.e., distinguishing
between “budding” speciation and cladogenesis, Didier et al.,
2017) and pseudo-speciation (i.e., by accounting for ancestor-
descendant relationships, Bapst, 2013), but they require explicit
phylogenetic information that is unavailable in the present
context.

The rate analyses were run using the software “MARK”
and the R package “RMark” (www.phidot.org/software/mark).
First, we took the entire fossil record of each clade and
partitioned it into time bins (the same bins as per the
calculation of MCPs. Consequently, within each clade we
created a matrix of presence-absence of each species per
bin, representing the specific “encounter” history in the
fossil record. At this point, we allowed all four variables
of Pradel’s models [Survival probability (ϕi), Seniority (γi),
Growth rate (λi), Sampling probability (pi)] to vary across
bins. Eventually, we used the rates of all four variables to
calculate speciation and extinction rates of each clade over time
(Table S2).

Effect of SR on Diversification Rates
To test the statistical relationship between diversification rates
estimated by Pradel models and SR, we used generalized
linear mixed models (GLMM; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989)
implemented in the R package “lme4” (Bates et al., 2015). As
response variables, we used alternatively the two rates (i.e.,
extinction and speciation) as estimated by Pradel’s models
(see above) and SR as explanatory variable. As extinction and
speciation rates represent probabilities (Liow and Finarelli, 2014;
Finarelli and Liow, 2016), we converted them into “number of
successes” or “number of failures” and included into GLMMs
with a binomial distribution of errors and logit link function.
In both regression models, linear and quadratic terms between
SR and the response variables were calculated. Besides, we
considered the interaction between time interval and clade as
random effect. Specifically, we allowed the model to change
the intercept according to this factor to take into account non-
independence of data between clades per time intervals. We also
run GLMMs considering only linear terms and only quadratic
terms, separately.

Regression models including species traits should account for
phylogenetic non-independence (Felsenstein, 1985). Although
there is increasing recognition of the importance of producing
phylogenies for fossil species (Diniz-Filho et al., 2013; Didier
et al., 2017), this was not possible in the present study, because
there may simply not be any available phylogeny for many of the
studied taxa.

The goodness-of-fit of the models was assessed by calculating
the conditional coefficient of determination for GLMM (R2),

TABLE 1 | Results of “survival (Phi) and seniority (Gamma)” and “survival (Phi) and

population growth (Lambda)” models simulations for all the 21 clades.

Clade names Model npar AICc DeltaAICc AIC

weight

Athyridida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 82 6,353.336 0 0.590

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 82 6,354.068 0.732 0.410

Auloporida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 109 2,111.821 0 1.000

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 109 2,183.354 71.533 0.000

Bellerophontidae Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 37 1,227.954 0 0.500

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 37 1,227.955 0.001 0.500

Cystiphyllida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 37 1,586.622 0 0.562

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 37 1,587.124 0.501 0.438

Cystoporida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 52 1,602.88 0.00E+00 0.500

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 52 1,602.88 0.000 0.500

Desmoceratidae Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 55 1,498.238 0 0.823

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 55 1,501.317 3.080 0.177

Euomphalidae Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 55 1,195.521 0.00E+00 0.500

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 55 1,195.521 0.000 0.500

Favositida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 109 7,133.879 0 1.000

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 109 7,161.462 27.583 0.000

Fenestrida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 58 3,711.664 0 0.793

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 58 3,714.347 2.683 0.207

Lophospiridae Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 46 874.5275 0 0.836

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 46 877.7821 3.255 0.164

Orthida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 79 7,944.548 0 1.000

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 79 7,962.237 17.689 0.000

Orthotetida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 64 3,722.644 0 0.504

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 64 3,722.676 0.032 0.496

Productida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 67 16,729.06 0 0.500

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 67 16,729.06 0.002 0.500

Proetidae Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 52 2,483.963 0 0.803

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 52 2,486.771 2.808 0.197

Pterineidae Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 76 1,435.004 0 1.000

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 76 1,450.509 15.505 0.000

Rhabdomesida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 67 1,505.602 0 0.996

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 67 1,516.753 11.151 0.004

Spiriferida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 64 12,610.62 0 1.000

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 64 12,651.89 41.264 0.000

Spiriferinida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 79 3,906.207 0 0.501

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 79 3,906.217 0.010 0.499

Stauriida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 124 18,936.22 0 0.881

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 124 18,940.23 4.009 0.119

Strophomenida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 61 5,286.901 0 0.771

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 61 5,289.328 2.427 0.229

Trepostomida Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Lambda(∼time) 88 4,450.696 0 0.969

Phi(∼time)p(∼time)Gamma(∼time) 88 4,457.586 6.891 0.031

p indicates the sampling probability. Npar is the number of estimated parameters. AICc

is the adjusted Akaike information criterion. Delta AICc represents the difference between

the AICc of the best model and the AICc of the current model. AIC weight is the weight

of the model compared with the best one.
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TABLE 2 | Linear and quadratic regression coefficients quantifying the relationship

between diversification rates (i.e., extinction and speciation) and SR.

Rates Estimate Std.

Error

p-value AIC R2

Extinction Intercept 0.793 0.398 0.046 55,158.75 0.441

SR −3.127 0.0958 1.23e−233

SR2 −0.888 0.110 1.14e−15

Speciation Intercept 0.886 0.213 3.16e−5 41,774.46 0.120

SR 1.591 0.084 4.77e−80

SR2 −1.625 0.087 9.65e−78

TABLE 3 | Regression coefficients based only on linear models quantifying the

relationship between diversification rates (i.e., extinction and speciation) and SR.

Rates Estimate Std. Error p-value AIC R2

Extinction Intercept 1.061 0.397 0.007 55,221.04 0.443

SR −0.012 0.0003 1.31e−221

Speciation Intercept 0.736 0.212 0.0005 42,113.84 0.120

SR 0.007 0.0003 2.81e−84

TABLE 4 | Regression coefficients based only on quadratic models quantifying the

relationship between diversification rates (i.e., extinction and speciation) and SR.

Rates Estimate Std. Error p-value AIC R2

Extinction Intercept 0.961 0.398 0.015 55,156.76 0.440

SR2 −0.0001 5.91e−6 1.45e−234

Speciation Intercept 0.844 0.212 6.66e−5 42,319.06 0.120

SR2 6.41e−5 4.87e−6 1.39e−39

which is interpreted as the variance explained by both fixed and
random factors (Nakagawa and Schielzeth, 2013).

RESULTS

Appropriateness of SR as an Indicator of
the Presence of Extremely Small-Ranged,
and Large-Ranged Species
As expected, there is a significant negative relationship between
SR and the proportion of small ranged species (slope = −2.430,
p = 8 ∗ 10−4), and a significant positive relationship between SR
and the proportion of large ranged species (slope = 0.639, p =

2 ∗ 10−5). The relationship between SR and the skewness of the
simulated RFDs is significant and negative (slope = −0.219, p =
1 ∗ 10−5). Finally, we found that the degree of sympatry has no
bearing on the proportion of small ranged species (SR: slope =
−3.038, p = 2 ∗ 10−4; degree of sympatry: SR: slope = −0.021,
p = 0.11). These results indicate that SR is a very good proxy to
describe the degree of asymmetry of the RFD distribution. More
importantly in the present context, it correlates to the proportion
of species with very small range size, hence arguably under higher
extinction risk.

Pradel Models
None of the simulations performed was affected by unsuccessful
convergence. Therefore, we were able to extract survival
probability, preservation, seniority, and growth rate for each
model. The AICc values strongly support the “survival and
population growth” in 19 out of 21 clades. Orthida and
Productida showed instead the best AICc for the “survival and
seniority” model (Table 1). For each clade, we derived extinction,
speciation and diversification rates from the bestmodel (Table 1).

Effect of SR on Diversification Rates
Regression models reported a significant, negative relationship
between extinction rate and SR. Both terms were significant
(Table 2). A significant, positive relationship occurs between
speciation rate and SR (both linear and quadratic terms were
significant, Table 2). The regressions including only linear terms
showed similar results, with the extinction rate being significantly
and negatively related to SR, and speciation rate reporting a
significant, positive relationship with SR (Table 3). For both
rate metrics, models including both linear and quadratic terms
reported lower AIC values than those including only linear terms
(i.e., quadratic models perform better, Table 2). Eventually, the
purely quadratic models show the least fit to the data (Table 4).

At the level of individual clades, the polynomial still performs
best in describing extinction rates, outperforming the other two
models 16 times out of 21 (Table S3a). However, there is strong
variation in the trend of extinction rate with almost an equal
number of instances of rate increase or decrease with SR. With
speciation rate, the polynomial model still works better than
other models fifteen times, but the positive trend of speciation
rate with SR is only marginally more common than the opposite
(Table S3b). We urge the reader to consider that clade level
regression results must be taken with caution, because there are
little valid bins for several groups, and because of the unique
effect of mass extinctions on the calculation of rates (time bin age
was in fact used as a covariate in the full model).

DISCUSSION

The geographic distribution of a species depends on how
individuals are organized in space, how much they tolerate
environmental variation, and ultimately how they interact with
each other to occupy the territory. The geographic range size is
intimately linked to dispersal ability, which, in turn, is influenced
by organisms’ physiological tolerance. The range size frequency
distribution thus depends on how all of these features vary across
species within a clade (Blackburn and Gaston, 2003). The RFD
is a right-skewed unimodal distribution when using raw data
for most of the studied living and fossil clades. This means that
clades include mostly species with small range size, and just a few
species that were environmentally tolerant and good at dispersing
enough as to occupy a large space.

By using a hefty, extinct metazoan clades dataset, spanning
over more than 400 Myr of evolution, we were able to
demonstrate that speciation rate is positively related to average
range size, and extinction rate negatively associated to such
average range size, especially when a quadratic term is added
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FIGURE 2 | Plot showing the fitted statistical models for both the speciation rate (left column) and the extinction rate (right). On the top, statistical relationships

between speciation (A) and extinction rates (B) and SR. Blue lines refer to regression models including both linear and quadratic terms. Red lines indicate regression

models including linear terms only. The green and the black dashed lines mark SR and diversification rates values where the quadratic regression models reach the

inflection point. On the bottom, densities of SR values used as explanatory variables in regression models against speciation (C) and extinction (D) rates. Dashed

black lines indicate the median value. Green lines mark SR values where the quadratic regression models reach the inflection point.

to the equation (Figure 2B). The latter result is nothing but
a confirmation of the strongly hold notion that having a
wide geographic range favors species survival (Jablonski, 1986;
Rosenfield, 2002; Gaston, 2003; McKinney, 2003; Cardillo et al.,
2005, 2008; Jablonski and Hunt, 2015). Our measure of range
size, SR, is not range size per se, but a metric that correlates to
the presence of (many) extremely small and (few) extremely large
ranged species within the RFD. According to the simulations we
performed, low SRmeans that extremely small-ranged species are
overrepresented in the RFD, which provides a plain ecological
explanation for the relationship between SR and extinction
(Figures 2B,D).

The relationship between SR and speciation rate is positive
and significant, but more difficult to interpret. According to the
peripheral isolation mode of allopatric speciation (Glazier, 1987;
Gaston, 1998), the rate should increase linearly with range size.
However, although at high skew values species with extremely
large ranges are expected to appear, the number of such large-
ranged species in the RFD decreases, which means that the
total number of daughter species produced by such large-ranged
species is not expected to peak at the highest range class. This
might explain why we found that the addition of a negative

quadratic term to the speciation rate vs. SR regression increases
the model likelihood. It is important to notice this does not mean
speciation is a peaked function of range size (as expected under
the vicariance model). First, if species with small to medium
range originate more species (Jablonski and Roy, 2003), the
speciation rate to range size regression should be negative or
non-significant, whereas we obtained a significant and positive
relationship (Figure 2A). Secondly, the peak in speciation rate
is at some 44% of the SR distribution (Figure 2C), which is
much higher than the modal SR class. Again, this suggests that
large, but not the largest size class produces more daughter
species.

In the context of RFD, Gaston (1998) discussed two different
mechanisms describing the process of species generation via
allopatry: the vicariance and the peripheral isolation models.
According to the vicariance model, wide ranged species can
give birth to one or more daughter species and then disappear.
This implies an increase in the number of small-ranged
species that must be balanced by their greater proclivity to
extinction in order to maintain the shape of RFD constant.
We tested this latter notion (constancy of the RFD shape
vs. time) for the individual clades included in this study,
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FIGURE 3 | Evolution of the frequency range size distribution over two consecutive time bins. According to our results, during time i (left column) large-ranged species

(dark blue box, indicated with the lower case letter a) have higher probability of speciation, and tend to split at their range periphery giving small ranged daughter

species (lower row, left). On the contrary, small ranged species (indicated with the lower case letter b) have higher extinction rates. As a consequence, in the

succeeding time bin (i+1 right column) species deriving from “a” occupy the small-range size class, replacing species “b,” now extinct.

by regressing the skew of the distribution vs. the age of
time bins (actually the midpoint age of bins duration).
The regression is non-significant in 19 out of 21 clades
(Table S4), indicating that the right-skewed shape of the RFD
is a very pervasive pattern in the distribution of species
range sizes throughout clades history. However, the negative
relationship between range size and extinction rate opposes
the interpretation of the vicariance as the dominant mode of
speciation.

According to the peripheral isolation mode we support
here (Figure 3), species with wide geographical extension may
originate daughters at the boundary of their distribution, either
because of small barriers intervening to break the continuity of
the parental species range at its borders, or by waif dispersal.
Under this model, the formation of geographic barriers or the
dispersal ability of propagules are pivotal to genetic isolation. If
a range is large enough, the likelihood that barriers may divide it
into halves is much smaller than the probability of a small barrier
occurring at the range periphery. However, a widespread species
is also likely to be tolerant, which could prevent the formation
of demographic isolates (Jablonski and Roy, 2003; Roy et al.,
2009).

In this study, we dealt with marine species, many of them
had planktonic larval stages capable of wide dispersal. A positive
association between dispersal ability and gene flow is well
supported in marine clades (Kittiwattanawong, 1999; Bohonak,
2015; Jablonski and Hunt, 2015). Thus, in terms of speciation

probability, very widespread marine species may be insensitive
to even large geographic barriers, like oceanic ridges. This means
that although we do not support the notion that small ranged
clades are more speciose, it is still possible that speciation rate
peaks at large, not the largest range size classes. There is one
additional caveat to consider in interpreting species ranges as
correlating to speciation probability. Since the evidence for an
inverse relationship between range size and extinction rate is
supported here and is a very general assumption in ecological
and evolutionary studies, it might be true that large-ranged
species simply originate more species because they live for
longer (Wagner and Erwin, 1995; Wagner, 2010). Albeit true in
principle, the importance of this caveat here is most probably
limited, because the record is divided into discrete time bins,
meaning that not all of the potential daughter species of a wide
ranged parent are expected to be part of the same RFD.

So far, we have taken the range of species as fixed, which is
feasible working with time bins, but untrue from the perspective
of range size evolution. It has been demonstrated that the
range of both species and clades follows a symmetrical, peaked
trajectory, with the maximum range size value reached almost
midway between a taxon appearance and its disappearance in the
fossil record (Jernvall and Fortelius, 2004; Vrba and DeGusta,
2004; Raia et al., 2006; Foote, 2009). While this could be an
artifact or statistical necessity (Pigot et al., 2012), a recent
account demonstrates that such pattern has feasible ecological
explanations (Foote, 2014). Within a RFD, there are species at
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different stages of the peaked range size trajectory. To the left
hand of the RFD, newly formed species may show exceptionally
small ranges (Vrba and DeGusta, 2004), which agrees with the
peripheral isolation mode of speciation. This would provide
further evidence in favor of such allopatric mode of origination,
which it is certainly worth testing in the future. To the right hand,
species with exceptionally large ranges are expected to be roughly
halfway between their origination and extinction moments. We
believe proving this statement true would be important as well.

We are aware of the huge variation in history, duration, range
size, ecological characteristics, environmental and physiological
preferences of the species included in this study. Our aim was
to provide a simple, general representation of the influence
of range size on speciation and extinction rates, and of these
diversification metrics on RFD. New studies should address, in
the future, the huge residual variation that is present in the
data, singling out the potential effects of habitat extension, mass
extinctions, and phylogeny on RFD shape and its evolution.
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